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Poor Bandini…
He’s getting old,

just like me.

Keep
going,

you mangy
mule!

it’s not pretty.
You’re losing a lot

of blood.

At this pace,
I can’t keep going. 

it hurts too 
much.

We should stop 
a spell so I can 
look at that.

not now. They still
could catch us.

it’ll be night soon.
They’ll stop then,

like us.

Exactly! We should 
take advantage to put 

some distance
between us.

Duca’s not
going to
make it.

if they catch 
us, none of us 

will.

So, Kruger,
you go! Take your
share and beat it.

Frightened, 
eh?
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I’ll take the first watch, Kruger.
I’ll wake you at midnight, and then 

I’ll pick it up again at four.
And Duca?

We just sing him
lullabies?

He’s in no shape.

it’s alright,
pain’s bearable.

I can take
my watch.

Does any 
of this 

still make 
sense?

Your turn,
Kruger…
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Goddamn,
he really did you 

in good. The son of
a bitch took

advantage while
we slept…

And he made sure to 
take the best horse.

Left us no chance
to catch him.

Hmm…

Yeah, but he’s got the gold.
Fifty extra pounds weighing

him down… We didn’t do all this
just to end it here, Johannes.

     We gotta find him!

I’ll take both horses. 
Don’t move from here.

I’ll leave you the 
rifle.

Me, stay here?!
How do I know you’ll

come back, huh?

if I wanted to abandon you,
gramps, would I have wasted my

time patching you up?

What baffles me is 
why Kruger left
us alive at all…

He didn’t
want to waste

ammo.

And
why not take 
the horses?

A rider with three saddled horses 
would raise eyebrows.

Figure he’s headed for
the fishing village at
Rio Grande, and then
 to Punta Arenas.

Kill the filthy
Prussian bastard,

Johannes.

And take good care
of my Bandini!
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Whoa, steady,
Bandini!
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There really 
is a sloop out 

there… 
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7th of December.
22 days at sea since La Plata. 
Storm out of the southwest lasted 20 hours.
The “Gust of Wind” carries a three-reef single sail with a storm jib.

Strong gusts pushed me away from the coast.
The sloop rises and falls on the waves,
sometimes like a bird, sometimes like a shipwreck.
I’ve given up the idea of getting to Rio Grande.

Heading for the Cape
off the Falkland Islands
where I can re-provision
and re-rig.
Then at Port Stanley,
I’ll decide which route 
to follow…

…whether rounding the Horn or trying the Straits of Magellan?
I yearn for the Pacific, one way or another.
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